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Mise en place is a French phrase which means “put in place”,

as in set up. It is used in professional kitchens to refer to organizing and
arranging tools and ingredients for a food preparation and assembly
station.
We here at Quilters Corner have noticed this phrase popping up
in several discussions recently. We like this term as it could apply to
many of our daily tasks: cooking, cleaning, sewing, quilting, embroidery,
gardening, reading, writing, and driving are just a few. Some of us
are at the height of our creativity with the most cluttered sewing room
imaginable and others of us can’t seem to think about creating our next
quilt until our creative space is cleaned up from our previous project.
Regardless of where you fall on this spectrum, being more organized up
front sets you up for a more successful outcome.
After choosing a pattern and gathering just the right fabrics from your
stash or a trip to your favorite quilt shop, “mise en place” might mean
setting up your sewing space with a new sharp blade in your rotary
cutter, gathering the proper rulers & cutting mat, cleaning your sewing
machine and installing a new needle, acquiring a comfortable chair and
a clear work space, setting up a design wall, maybe even getting some
chocolate or wine.
Taking a class? Preparation at home will
be easier if you keep basic sewing supplies
handy in their own travel bag. It’s easy then
to simply add the fabric and requirements
for the specific project. This routine sets you
up for a successful and enjoyable learning
environment.
All of this talk about mise en place
might make you wonder “when will I have
time to prepare, gather, clean and get
Mise en place for
ready to create?” That’s the beauty of mise
a hand quilting
en place: spending a little time getting your
project: Hoop, Thread Heaven,
tools and space ready to create will cut down
thread, pencil sharpener,
marking pencils, thread snips, on the amount of time you spend searching
extra needles, stencil, Clover for that thread, ruler, pattern or scissors. At
Needle Dome that holds ten
Quilters Corner, we search and shop our
threaded needles. A pouch
vendors for all the ingredients that will make
holds all the smaller things.
your sewing successful. Our helpful staff can
be a great resource when deciding which needles, thread, rulers will be
best for your project. Our samples and kits can inspire you to create just
the right quilt. Let us help you put it all in place!
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NEW BLOCK OF THE MONTH

Charity Sewing
at Quilters Corner

ITHACA SPLENDOR

Thanks for all you’ve done!

We know how generous we
quilters and sewists can be when
we join together to accomplish
a goal. As part of our year
long celebration of 20 years
in business, we are providing
many opportunities to sew for those in need. On
Tuesday mornings from 10 - noon our classroom
is available for sewing on charity projects. Sewing
machines, irons and cutting mats are all available
for use. Of course, you may prefer to sew at
home or at another time with another group and
simply drop off the finished project at Quilters
Corner. You are welcome to continue to bring in
projects from previous months as well. We will be
sure they are distributed to those in need.

•
•
•
•
•
•

Many wonderful folks have donated
time, energy, fabric and sewing
expertise to make these projects a
success. Here’s what has been sewn
and donated so far this year as a result
of our community’s wonderful efforts:
180 pillowcases
68 tote bags
20 hats and headscarves
233 preemie quilts
200 placemat and napkin sets
61 adult clothing protectors
(bibs)

Celebrate the beauty of fall with Ithaca
Splendor, our newest Block-of-the-Month
program designed by Brynne Sigg. We’ve
gathered together over 160 different fabrics for
this classic tree block quilt. Ithaca Splendor
is 94” x 94” and will fit a queen size bed. It’s
accessible to the confident beginner and beyond;
Star Singles half-square triangle papers make
it easy to piece. This is a ten month program
starting in October. You will receive all the fabric
to make the quilt top and binding. The pattern is
sold separately for $9. Kits are $26 per month for
the ten months. Sign up today for this exclusive
program, quantities are limited.

Lap/Baby Quilts are being collected now for
nursing homes and babies born at risk.

The Thread Director

is a clever device that eliminates the frustration
of breaking threads while machine sewing. It
changes the thread path allowing the thread to
unwind flat off the spool. This stops twisting and
relieves tension so the thread does not break.
You will love it for free motion and for sewing with
delicate threads.
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Get ready for the
holidays with our Tree
Farm quilt. Featuring
the Let it Glow fabric
line from Moda, in
beautiful reds, greens
and blacks with sparkly
gold highlights, this
lap sized quilt will be a
lovely addition to your
home or perfect as a gift.
Construction of this 56’ x 64” quilt is fast using
precut 2 ½” strips (Jelly Rolls) and one extra yard
of fabric for the borders. Jelly rolls, fabric and
pattern are available in the shop now.

Burning Bright, designed by our own Brynne
Sigg, is a symphony of colorful stars. Our
gorgeous batik kit makes a 90” x 90” quilt. With
this many colors it could be a great stash buster
as well! The pattern includes six sizes, from crib
to king.

Funky Friends Factory is
the creation of Australian
soft toy designer, Pauline
McArthur. She has over 75
different animal patterns
(and monsters too!) from
an aardvark to a wombat!
We couldn’t resist picking
up a few of our favorites
- elephant, puppy, hippo,
eagle and more. In terms
of construction and sewing,
they range in difficulty from
easy to more challenging.
Pauline has toy making
videos, tips and tutorials on her website,
funkyfriendsfactory.com, as well as great photos
and instructions in the patterns. Our adorable
shop samples are made primarily with Minkee;
flannel and regular cotton work well too. Come in
and give them a hug!

We discovered Sue Pritt at Spring Quilt Market.
Her quilted landscapes with birds and nature
themes are so reminiscent of our beautiful Finger
Lakes region and nearby Adirondacks. It turns
out that Sue is from the Albany area! It’s nice
to support a regional artist. Both For the Birds
and My Up North Window use simple piecing
and easy fusible machine appliqué techniques.
Patterns and kits are available.

Flirty, fun and full
of pockets to stay
organized, the Lily
Pocket Purse is a
handy and stylish
bag. Wear it from your
shoulder or cross-body
to rest comfortably and
securely at your hip.
Look for a class with our
bag expert, Kaye.

Yes, we do mail order!
www.e-quilterscorner.com
607-266-0850
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Elegant Asian fabrics
– they’re great for focus fabrics
and for One Block Wonder and
Four Patch Posies quilts.

The colors in Go Big are so rich and gorgeous
and the flannel so super soft, you’ll think you
are cuddling up in a velvet cocoon. This quilt is
made with one Moda Primitive Muslin flannel
Layer Cake (42, 10” squares) and extra fabric
for the background and binding. It is sewn using
a simple half square triangle piecing technique.
The finished size is 64” x 64”. Kits are available
that include the extra background and binding
fabric, the pattern, and a color photo of the shop
sample.

Vibrant Australian

Dots!You can’t have
too many.

Summer Song is a quick
and easy pattern that
works perfectly to feature
large scale prints. We
made our sample from
a beautiful line of fabrics
from Frond. A kit is
available to make a 46” x
58” lap size quilt.

Fuzzy flannel!

Modern designs from Tula
Pink, Lotta Jansdotter, and
Zen Chic are coming.

Christmas is coming!

Beautiful batiks
from Hoffman,
Robert Kaufman,
Timeless
Treasures, Island
Batik, and Moda
will be coming
throughout the fall.

Visit Quilters Corner for ideas and
inspiration for your holiday sewing.
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Santa’s Sewing School

2015 CENTRAL NEW
YORK SHOP HOP

Friday, November 6 or
Saturday, November 7, 9-4

October 15-18, 2015
Join us for a

FLOWER SHOW!

Treat yourself and bring a friend too! You won’t
want to miss this year’s Santa’s Sewing School;
we have sew much planned for you.
Join us for a day of fun, sewing quick and easy
projects perfect for gift giving. The elves are
busy designing, stitching and kitting the sample
projects for this year’s event. You will receive a
packet full of information including free patterns,
holiday recipes, surprises and more! The $75
registration fee includes supplies for all projects,
lunch, gifts, and snacks. Stop in the shop or visit
us on line to see some of the projects offered.
Sign up today! Space will be limited.

4 travel days with extended
hours at all shops

Fabulous Prizes!

• Quilters Corner, Ithaca, NY
• Cottons Etc., Wampsville, NY
• O’Susannah’s, Watkins Glen, NY
• Ivy Thimble Quilt & Gift Shop, Victor
• A Kaleidoscope of Quilts, Little York
• Mission Rose Quiltery, N. Syracuse
• Patchwork Plus, Marcellus
• Patricias’ Fabric House, E. Rochester
• Tiger Lily Quilt Co., Utica

❄❅❆❅❄

Passports $5; proceeds to benefit victims of
domestic violence.

Congratulations!
Dori F. was our Row-by-Row winner. She received a bundle of 25 fat quarters for being the first
quilter to bring a completed Row-by-Row quilt into the shop. Because she included our row in her
quilt, she also won a $25 Quilters Corner gift card. We thank all the hoppers who came through
Quilters Corner this summer.
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Soni Grint

Pfaff sewing educator
Soni has been sewing since she was eight. She’s an expert
sewer, a gifted teacher and has also been extensively
involved in the development of sewing software.

6D Embroidery Software
Tuesday, September 15, 9-4
All brands of machines welcome!
Have you been curious about embroidery software? It is so
helpful for getting the most out of an embroidery machine. Come learn about Pfaff’s 6D
embroidery software, and about the new features in the upgrade to be introduced in
October. You’ll be surprised at all you can do using software!
Open to all makes of machines.
We’ll enjoy a lecture-demo in the morning, break for a delicious lunch, and embroider
in the afternoon.
Lunch, snacks, and door prizes are included. Attendees will receive special pricing on
software and embroidery machines and a free upgrade in October.

´´´´´´
PFAFF’S NEW MACHINE
• The Original IDT™ System – A PFAFF®
exclusive feature that delivers even fabric feed
from both the top and the bottom, ensuring
smooth seams on all fabrics.
• Large Embroidery Area – up to 9-1/2” x 6”.
• 8” workspace.
• Embroidery Intro PC Software included.

ALL FOR A SURPRISINGLY LOW PRICE!
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Open Sewing
at Quilters Corner!

Quilt!

most Tuesdays and
Wednesdays,12-4

Embroider!

Sew!

Work on your project in our beautiful
classroom. Make new friends! Classroom
machines are available, or bring your own.
Call to reserve a table.

Craft!

Only $5 per session!

Additional times may be available during
shop hours. Call 607-266-0850 for more
info.

Serge!

We have
machines for all
you want to do!

QUILTERS CORNER is your headquarters for all
you have ever dreamt about having in a machine.
We carry Pfaff and Baby Lock sewing, quilting,
and embroidery machines and sergers. We
provide service and education on every machine
we sell.
Do you feel like Goldilocks visiting the three
bears when you are looking for a new machine?
Let our knowledgeable, experienced staff find the
machine that is just right. Plan a visit to Quilters
Corner today and test drive your new machine!

Alex Anderson discovered Floriani
products and fell in love! She teamed
up with the folks at RNK, well known to
embroiderers, to develop a line just for
quilters and we have them here for you at
Quilters Corner.
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Show & Tell

from our 20th Birthday Party
on July 25th

Fran’s work-in-progress

Thursday & Friday,
November 12 & 13, 9-4
$99
TNT QUILT BOARDS
These boards are impressively
well made. They come in
several sizes and styles to fit
your needs. The colorful covers
will add a bit of style to your
sewing room.
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One of our first
block-of-the-month quilts

Quilters Corner Classes Fall 2015
Come in and look at the teachers’ samples in our classroom or view them on our website. You can stop by the shop to
register, pick up the phone, 607-266-0850, or sign up online at www.e-quilterscorner.com. We hope to see you soon!

Key: ♥ = great for beginners ☼ = daytime class
♥☼ Learn to Quilt
Cyndi Slothower
This class will take you through the whole quilt
making process: rotary cutting squares and
triangles, sewing a variety of blocks, then making
a top for a small quilt. Finally, we will baste,
machine quilt and bind. Take the leap, you may
never be the same! Sewing machine required;
use a classroom machine if you wish.
Mon. Sept. 21, 28, Oct. 5, 12 and 19
OR Nov. 2, 9, 16, 23 and 30
$113
Choose 9:30 AM-12:30 PM or 5:30-8:30 PM

Getting Started

♥☼ Absolutely Beginning
Sewing Machine Operation
Linda VanNederynen
Start with turning on a sewing machine, threading,
winding a bobbin, attaching feet and accessories.
Maintenance, adjusting tension, selecting stitches
and stitching them out will also be covered. If you
don't have a sewing machine or might want a
new one, use one of ours to help you decide.
Wed. Sept. 23, 6-9 PM or
Thurs. Dec.10, 9 AM-12 PM
$23 ♥☼ Color Confidence
Kaye Tea
Learn to Sew Classes
Create beautiful quilts and projects you love by
Linda VanNederynen
learning about color and fabric "personality". This
Discover the joys of sewing while learning basics, class will help you broaden your color experience
building skills and making a project. Choose one and stretch your colorful imagination as you learn
or all of the classes in this hands-on series. Many about value and how to create beautiful color
of the classes use the same wonderful book,
combinations for your quilts.
School of Sewing by Shea Henderson.
Sun. Oct. 11, 1-3:30 PM
$19
♥ Adjustable Apron with Pockets
Learn sewing terms, how to read a pattern and to
work with different weight fabrics. You will hone
cutting skills, make drawstrings and finish edges
with topstitching. Book and machine required.
Tues. Sept. 29, 6-9 PM
$23

♥ Basting
Cyndi Slothower
Do you have a quilt top finished that you need to
baste or sandwich in preparation for quilting?
Many hands make light work! We will baste one
top each, and more if there is time.
Thurs. Nov. 19, 6-9 PM
$23

♥ Simple Skirt
Learn to read commercial clothing patterns and
sewing terms. You will master sizing, waistbands, ♥☼ Easy Appliqué
darts and zippers. Machine and pattern required. Kristin Thompson
Tues. and Wed. Oct. 13 and 14, 6-9 PM
$45 This class is for anyone who is terrified of the "A"
word but would love to learn to appliqué. It’s a
foolproof preparation method that can then be
♥ Home Dec Pillows
stitched down by hand or machine. It does not
Pillows and more pillows! Learn several sewing
require needle turning but is guaranteed to give
techniques including piping, making a flange,
you that wonderful turned edge look of hand
mitering corners, covered zippers, decorative
appliqué. Kit fee $7; pay instructor in class.
buttons and more. Book and machine required.
$23
Tues. and Thurs. Oct. 20 and 22, 6-9 PM
$45 Sat. Nov. 14, 9 AM-12 PM
♥ Customizable Tech Case
Learn to make buttonholes and lining, sew curves
and use interfacing. Personalizing a case for your
device and finishing techniques will be covered.
Book and machine required.
Tues. and Wed. Oct. 27 and 28, 6-9 PM
$45

Is your machine heavy? Use a
classroom machine for FREE!
Reserve one when
you sign up for a class.
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♥☼ Free Motion Fundamentals
Brynne Sigg
Learn the very basics of free motion quilting with
tips on choosing a back, batting and thread. The
☼ Stitcher’s Garden
class will also cover setting your tension and
Kristin Thompson
Create a beautiful quilt while learning more about which quilt patterns work for different quilts. We
your sewing machine and many different presser will be doing basic free motion stitching which will
feet. Try out many decorative stitches with guided include meandering and loops with different
designs. Machine required.
instruction and hands-on practice. Each month
Wed. Oct. 21, 1-4 PM
$23
explore new techniques like machine appliqué,
couching, pin tucking, sewing on a button by
☼ Beyond the Basics: Free Motion Quilting
machine and candlewicking. Open to all makes
Brynne Sigg
and models of sewing machines. Each class
stands alone.
$30/session Ready to do more than just
Sun. Sept. 27, Oct. 18, Nov. 22, Dec. 27, 12-4 PM meander free motion
quilting? This class is for
you. We will be quilting on
♥ Intro to Machine Appliqué
practice sandwiches using
Kristin Thompson
We will cover machine basics, how to choose the a number of different free
motion patterns. A basic
right threads, needles, fusible webs and
stabilizers. Practice satin stitch, buttonhole stitch knowledge of free motion quilting, a previous
beginning machine quilting class and machine
and more. Start with easy exercises and then
begin a small quilt or wall hanging that uses your required.
Wed. Nov. 4, 1-4 PM
$23
new skills. Machine with zigzag stitch required.
Tues. Nov. 17, 5-9 PM
$30
Free Motion Quilting: Feathers I
Karen Miller
♥☼ Intro to Foundation Paper Piecing
Join us for a day of fun,
Linda VanNederynen
Do the terms “sharp points” and "exact corners" learning how to quilt free
frighten you? Paper piecing makes it easy to be motion feathers on your
home sewing machine.
extremely accurate even when sewing tiny
Several different feather
pieces. You need only know how to sew on a
line to create a sampler wall hanging. Book and designs will be discussed,
drawn and quilted. A basic
machine required.
Thurs. Oct. 8, 9 AM-12 PM
$23 knowledge of free motion
quilting, a previous
beginning quilting class and machine required.
Thurs. Nov. 5, 5-9 PM
$30

Advancing Skills

Machine Quilting

Free Motion Quilting: Feathers II
Karen Miller
Take your FMQ Feathers to a
new level. Learn to draw and
quilt the "Feather Galaxy"
background motif (including
♥ Intro to Machine Quilting
pebbles) and "Feather Vine" Cyndi Slothower
perfect to fill quilt sashings.
So many quilt tops, so little time! Learn the
basics of machine quilting, both straight line and Review of curved and curled
free motion. You will learn some simple designs feathers from FMQ Feathers I
that are beginner-friendly so you can finish your class included. FMQ Feathers are FUN!! Prereq:
FMQ Feathers I class and machine required.
quilts with confidence. Machine required.
$23
Thurs. Sept. 24, 5:30-9:30 PM
$30 Thurs. Dec. 3, 5:30-8:30 PM
Quilters Corner is committed to helping you learn to
quilt your own quilts! These classes will provide
experience and confidence so you can give your tops
the finish they deserve.
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♥☼ Intro to Hand Appliqué
Kristin Thompson
Hand appliqué is wonderful to see, a pleasure
to do, and it’s portable! Learn the techniques
for invisible needleturn appliqué and the tricks
for mastering all the basic shapes. Kristin will
have you hooked. Pattern required.
Sat. Oct. 17 and 31, 9 AM-12 PM
$45

Hand Work

♥ The Bliss of Hand Piecing:
Mariner’s Compass, Part One
Sharon Stroud
In this ten-month series you will
make a variety of Mariner's
Compass blocks to create this
stunning 48 x 52 inch wall
hanging that will knock your
socks off! No appliqué, just
easy to do hand piecing. Beginners welcome.
Please read the supply list carefully before choosing
your background. Pattern included. Fee is for four of ♥☼ Make Your Own Class
the 10 monthly classes.
$104 Cyndi Slothower
Tues. Sept. 22, Oct. 6, Nov. 3 & Dec. 1, 6:30-9:30 PM
Are you stuck on a sewing or quilting project?
Take some dedicated time to sew with other
♥ Big Stitch Quilting and Hemstitch Binding
like-minded folks. Bring whatever you wish to
Cyndi Slothower
work on and Cyndi will be available to assist.
Learn a quick and easy hand quilting stitch, then a
Mon. Dec. 7, 12-5 PM
$38
hand embroidery stitch that will make binding your
CLASS POLICIES
quilts lots of fun. You may stitch on your own quilt in
●
Payment
must
accompany class registration.
progress or make a small wall hanging in class.
● You may withdraw from a class and receive a
Thurs. Sept. 17, 6-8 PM
$15

Make Your Own
Class

☼ Fruits of Plenty
Debbie Wick
This graceful wall hanging or table topper is
Debbie’s original design. During the first session
you will machine piece the log cabin center block
and the background. Then come back to add the
needleturn appliqué. Debbie will show you how to
embellish the appliqué with a stem stitch. This will
be a cherished gift or addition to your home décor.
Machine and pattern required.
Thurs. Oct. 8 and 22, 1-4 PM
$30
Redbird and Berries
Karen Miller
Karen designed this charming wall
hanging for the Moda Bake Shop,
an online source for free patterns
using precuts. Mini Charms were
used for the border. It includes a bit
of piecing, appliqué, free motion
and straight line quilting. You'll also
learn to make Perfect Circle berries
and bias stems. Machine required
for borders and finishing.
Thurs. Oct 15 and 29, 5:30-8:30 PM

$45
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full refund up to one week before the class
begins. After that time no refunds
will be issued.
● We'll notify you and give a refund if we cancel a
class.
● Be considerate of your teacher and other class
members; please leave children and guests at
home.
● We encourage you to make sure the class has
the minimum enrollment before you purchase
supplies.
● Sewing machines are available and free
for class use; be sure to reserve one when you
register.
● Remember to request your 10% discount
when buying supplies for Quilters Corner classes.
● Please purchase supplies before class begins
so you don’t miss anything!
● If your class will be held outside of store hours,
please use the back door near the parking lot. If it
is locked, use the doorbell.

Ithaca Modern Quilt Guild
Meetings are the first Sunday
of every month from 1 to 3 PM
at Quilters Corner.
All are welcome. Bring a show and tell!

♥☼ 3-D Pop-Up Quilted Greeting Cards
Sally Sumner
A fun entrée into dimensional work. Construct a
basic pop-up card in class. Learning the step-by
-step process will allow you to continue making
pop-ups of your own design.
Sat. Oct. 24, 12-4 PM
$30

Gifts & Fun Things
♥☼ Handwoven Bali Basket
Kristin Thompson
No need for a sewing machine
for this woven basket. The
technique is so simple that if
you use precut 2 1/2” strips,
you can create a beautiful
medium size basket in an evening. Beginners are
welcome. Pattern required.
Sat. Sept. 5, 9 AM-12 PM
$23
♥☼ Creative Techniques - Greeting Cards
Sally Sumner
Looking for a quick project that uses your scraps?
This class is for you! Greeting cards are creative,
fun and a great way to explore new stitches and
techniques. Supply fee of $5 payable to the
instructor in class. Machine required.
Sat. Sept. 19, 12-3:30 PM
$27
♥☼ Bali Bowls Revisited
Kristin Thompson
Learn a new and easier way to
make fabulous shaped fabric
bowls using precut 2 1/2" strips
and double-sided fusible foam.
Choose either the Catnap Bowl or
the larger Bushel Basket or make
a size to suit your needs. For
beginners with some sewing
experience. Pattern required.
Sat. Sept. 26, 9:30 AM-2:30 PM

♥☼ A Little Duffle Do It
Rhonda Poyer
These adorable miniature
duffle bags may be used to
organize sewing tools,
travel items and other small
supplies. They make great gifts! Choose from
one of four sizes. Pattern, machine and rotary
cutting experience required.
Fri. Oct. 30, 2:30-5:30 PM
$23
♥☼ Folded Star Hot Pad
Rhonda Poyer
Try a new technique to make
this classic pattern. Pre-printed
interfacing makes it easy to line
up the folded triangles. These
pretty hot pads make great
gifts! Pattern, sewing machine
and rotary cutting skills required.
Sun. Nov. 8, 12-3:30 PM

$27

Meet The Teacher:
$38

♥☼ Cubby Cubes
Rhonda Poyer
These 6 1/2" square cubes made with fabric are
cute, functional and easy to make. They are
great for storing small items. You'll want to make
one for every room. Pattern, machine and rotary
cutting experience required.
Fri. Oct. 2, 2-5 PM
$23

Sheila Meehan started quilting about 40 years
ago, piecing with templates and quilting by
hand. In 1995 she started working at “Quilt In
A Day” in San Diego with Eleanor Burns. She
loved rotary cutting and machine piecing!
Sheila has been teaching since then. For the
past 20 years she has been working in quilt
shops and teaching in San Diego, Sacramento
and now Ithaca - and loving it! Her favorite
quilts are old traditional patterns and her
favorite place to be is in her sewing room.

♥☼ Pillowcases
Rhonda Poyer
Learn a quick and easy way to whip up a pair of
pillowcases for yourself or for someone special.
All raw edges will be encased inside the seams.
Rotary cutting experience and machine required.
Fri. Oct. 16, 2:30-4:30 PM
$15
12

Serger Fun

New Owner Classes
♥☼ PFAFF and Baby Lock Sewing Machine
New Owner Classes
We are committed to helping you learn the features
of your new computerized sewing machine. Second
helpings are welcome and cheerfully served. Each
session is FREE w/machine purchase from QC or
$125. If you do not see your model listed, please call
for an appointment.

Baby Lock Melody, Elizabeth, Tempo,
Sophia 2 and Ellure Plus - Pat
Wed. Oct. 7, 9 AM-12 PM OR
Wed. Nov. 18, 6-9 PM
Baby Lock Ellure Plus and Sophia 2
Embroidery Functions - Pat
Thurs. Oct. 22, 9:30 AM-12:30 PM
Baby Lock Sergers, All Self-Threading - Edith
A. Basic Operation, learning icons, basic feet
Tues. Oct. 6, 9 AM-12 PM
Ovation, Evolution and Enlighten also take:
B. Specialty feet and special techniques
Tues. Oct. 20, 9 AM-12 PM
Baby Lock Ellisimo, Ellageo, Unity (A and B)
Symphony and Crescendo (A only) - Edith
A. Basic Operation, learning icons, feet
Fri. Sept. 11, 9 AM-12 PM
B. Embroidery
Fri. Oct.16, 9 AM-12 PM
PFAFF Ambition and Expression - Cyndi
Sun. Sept. 20, 12:30-4:30 PM OR
Thurs. Nov. 5, 5-9 PM

♥☼ Quick Projects for a Serger
Edith Johnston
In this class we will make a cute potholder and a
zipper bag or two using the overlock stitch on a
serger. Bring your serger or use one of ours to
learn some new skills.
Sat. Oct. 10, 10:30 AM-1:30 PM
$23

6D Software
♥☼ 6D New Owners Training
Linda VanNederynen
6D Embroidery Extra owners attend the first two
lessons: $150 or free with software purchase.
6D Premier owners attend four lessons to learn the
basics of your software: $250 or free with software
purchase. A limited number of shop laptops are
available to share or bring your own to the training.

6D Lesson #1 and #2
Wed. Oct. 28, 9-11 AM
6D Lesson #3 and #4
Wed. Nov. 4, 9-11 AM
☼ 6D Software Club
Merrie Wilent
Anyone with 6D suite, premiere or pro versions is
welcome to join anytime to learn more about their
software. Bring laptops only. $19 per session
Coasters in the Hoop
Fri. Oct. 2, 9:30 AM -12 PM
Multi-Gradient Fill
Thurs. Nov. 5, 9:30 AM -12 PM

PFAFF Performance and Creative - Edith
A. Basic Operation, learning icons, feet
Wed. Sept. 9, 9 AM-12 PM
B. Special Techniques
Wed. Oct. 14, 9 AM-12 PM
C. Embroidery and Precise Positioning
Wed. Nov. 4, 9 AM-12 PM

Tiara

Destiny - Linda
Dates to be
determined.
You can sign up for classes online!
www.e-quilterscorner.com
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♥☼ Top Tips for Quilting with the Tiara
Pat Merkle
Pat loves her Tiara and her free motion skills
are amazing. Whether you already have a Tiara
or are thinking about getting one, come and get
the benefit of her expertise on this wonderful
machine. She will discuss threading, bobbin
winding tricks, adjustments to top and bottom
tension in relation to different thread weights
and fabric thicknesses and more. While Pat will
demonstrate for much of the session, you will
have a chance to stitch as well.
Sat. Dec. 5, 10:30 AM-12:30 PM
$15

Embroidery

Beautiful Bags
♥☼ Spice Market Tote
Kaye Tea
Do you want to learn how to
make your own bag or tote?
This beginning bag making
class for you! The Spice
Market Tote is beautiful, userfriendly, and sturdy. It features
great inside pockets and wide,
comfy straps. The pattern is by Amy Butler, who
says it is her favorite. Machine and pattern
required.
Fri. Sept. 18, 9 AM-3 PM
$45

♥☼ Anita Goodesign is an embroidery design
company bringing fun and creativity to home
embroidery. Join us once or monthly for hands-on
embroidery classes to make projects and learn new
techniques. Embroidery machine required - all makes
and models are invited. If you don’t have one, use ours!
Quarterly design CD and kit required, payable at
registration for class.
September will feature "Stitchin' in the Kitchen”, a
collection desined to create beautiful, eye-catching
projects that are perfect for everyday use. The
embroidery designs incorporate techniques such
as free motion, folded fabric and freestanding
embroidery. You will learn to apply the techniques
to pot holders, mason jar toppers, kitchen towels,
casserole carriers, and much more. Included are:
- A full-color tutorial book with 95 pages of
instructions for 14 different projects.
- A design CD with multiple projects and tutorials.
- Anita Goodesign products at special pricing.
Project designs and tutorial CD $30. Kit fee $8.
Sept: Thurs. 24th or Fri. 25th, 9 AM -12 PM
$23

♥☼ Lily Pocket Purse
Kaye Tea
This medium-sized bag is flirty, fun and full of
pockets. It can be worn cross-body or from the
shoulder. The Lazy Girl pattern is easy to follow
and with Kaye's help you'll have a new bag in a
short time. It will look great in many different
fabric and color combinations. Pattern and
machine required.
Fri. Oct. 9, 9 AM-3 PM
$45 The projects for the October and December
sessions to be announced. One CD will cover both
♥☼ Sew Together Bag
months. Project designs and tutorial CD $30. Kit
Ellen Burlew
fee $8 per month. Class fee $23 per month.
Learn to make this extremely functional bag that Oct: Thurs. 29th or Fri. 30th, 9 AM -12 PM
can be used for sewing notions to go, make-up Dec: Thurs. 3rd or Fri. 4th, 9 AM -12 PM
for travel or to carry in your tote as a “grab-andgo” for a quick trip to shop. It holds an amazing Save the Dates!
amount! Pattern and machine required.
Nov. 12 and 13: Huge Anita Goodesign Event!!
Thurs. Oct. 15, 10 AM-3 PM
$38
♥☼ Laminated Cloth Tote Bag
Valerie Leftwich
Make a fun waterproof bag for swimming, a
carry-on bag or a bag just to haul all your stuff.
It’s so easy, you will complete a bag in class,
then want to make more! Machine required.
Thurs. Nov. 19, 10 AM-12 PM
$15
♥☼ Laminated Cloth Zippered Pouch
Valerie Leftwich
Make two different pouches in one class! These
are so cute and so practical that you will want to
make many more. Machine required.
Thurs. Nov. 19, 1-3 PM
$15

Featherweight
♥☼ Care and Feeding of Your Featherweight
Sharon Stroud
An essential class for all the old black Singer
Featherweight owners. You will learn to clean
and oil your machine, where to lubricate, how to
do simple repairs and more. Machine required.
Sat. Dec. 19, 12-4 PM
$30
E.A.T. CLUB (Exploring Advanced Techniques) is a
group that meets monthly to share machine techniques. If
you enjoy researching and trying new things with fabric
and would like to share your work in progress and creative
techniques, please come. Membership is free, but please
call June to register at 607-257-0939. Meets the third
Monday of every month at Quilters Corner from 1-3 PM.
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Sew Many Quilts!

Mini of the Month
Rhonda Poyer
Want to try out a new technique, but don't want to
make a large quilt? Then make a mini! These
small quilts are the right size for doll quilts, place
mats, table toppers, wall hangings or pillows.
Make them from your favorite charm squares or
scraps. All are beginner friendly. Stitch up a
different mini quilt each month!

♥☼ Full Bloom
Kristin Thompson
Full Bloom is our fabulous Block of the Month and
this class will help get you organized. We will
review the instructions, prepare the first flower for
sewing, and practice two different raw edge
applique techniques called "edge coloring".
♥☼ Mini Tiny Dancer
Pattern and machine required.
Use the Mini Hex N More ruler, charm squares
Sat. Sept. 12, 9 AM-12 PM
$23 and make six bladed pinwheels. Pattern, ruler,
machine and rotary cutting experience required.
♥☼ Pineapple Quilt
Sun. Sept. 20, 12-4 PM
$30
Sheila Meehan
In this class you will learn an easy, fun technique
♥☼ Mini Radio Way
to make a beautiful scrappy quilt. There is no
This is a fun variation of a rail fence. Pattern,
special ruler…just a 12 1/2 inch square up ruler.
machine and rotary cutting experience required.
When your block is completed, you square it up!
Sun. Oct. 25, 12-4 PM
$30
This is a great class for that beautiful tower of fat
quarters that you have been afraid to cut into!
♥☼ Mini Disco
Pattern and machine required.
Create hexagons using charm squares and the
Mon. Sept. 14, 10 AM-2 PM
$30 Mini Hex N More ruler. Without set-in seams,
♥☼ Quick Curve Ruler
Rhonda Poyer
Learn how simple it is to sew curves without any
pins! Quick Curve Ruler, machine and your choice
of three patterns required. Suitable for advanced
beginners with rotary cutting skills.
Sun. Sept. 13, 12:30-3:30 PM
$23
☼ One Block Wonder Studio
Valerie Leftwich
Bring your One Block Wonder blocks in progress,
ready to place on the wall for designing the flow of
your quilt. Machine required.
Thurs. Sept. 17, 1-5 PM
$30
♥☼ Hexie Garden
Sheila Meehan
Do you love flower garden quilts? You will learn to
make those hexagons with a 60 degree ruler! The
magic of this quilt is that there are no set-in
seams. The block is sewn together in rows like a
nine-patch. Pattern and machine required.
Fri. Oct. 23, 10 AM-3 PM
$38
Open Sewing Studio at Quilters Corner!
Most Tuesdays and Wednesdays from 12-4. Work on your
project in our beautiful classroom. Make new friends!
Machines and irons are ready. Call to reserve a table. Only
$5 per session! Additional times may be available during
shop hours—call to find out. 607-266-0850
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these hexagons are easy to make. Pattern, ruler,
machine and rotary cutting experience required.
Sun. Nov. 15, 12-4 PM
$30
♥☼ 10-Minute Blocks
Rhonda Poyer
Five squares + three seams = 1 large block with a
diamond center! You'll be able to stitch any size
quilt with this 10-minute technique. You will have
hardly anything to cut when you use charm
squares or layer cakes. Booklet, rotary cutting
skills and machine required.
Sat. Nov. 14, 1-4 PM
$23
♥☼ French Roses
Valerie Leftwich
Sewing French Roses is so easy and so much
fun that we encourage beginners to try it. The
edges are raw to “bloom” when washed. Enjoy
playing with fabric and watch your garden grow!
Pattern and machine required.
Fri. Nov. 20, 11 AM-4 PM
$38
♥☼ One Block Wonder
Valerie Leftwich
Choose one great fabric and one block shape and
make a one-of-a-kind quilt. No fussy cutting and
no set-in seams. Book and machine required.
Fri. Dec. 11, 10 AM-4 PM
$45
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Did you know?

Quilters Corner

Don’t miss out on the latest QC news

and tips! Email quilters@e-quilterscorner.
com and ask us to add you to our weekly
email list. We’ll never rent or sell your
address.

welcomes groups

Coming in December

Let us help stuff your stocking. This
December during our 12 Days of
Discounts, we’ll be offering special
savings on twelve gifts chosen
especially for quilters and sewers. Each
day’s special will be announced by
email; be sure you’re on our email list
so you don’t miss out! Just email us at
quilters@e-quilterscorner.com and ask
to be added to our email list.

What you can expect:
• Open early to accommodate your
schedule
• Goodie bags for everyone
• Light snacks provided
• Clean bathrooms
• Cold water to fill your water bottles
• Extra staff on hand to provide
assistance
• Demonstrations provided upon request

We’ll Be Closed

• Labor Day, September 7
• Thanksgiving, November 25 & 26
• Christmas, December 24 & 25
• New Year’s Day, January 1
• Inventory Day, January 11

Give us a call to see what dates are
available for an outing your group will talk
about for a long time: 607-266-0850.
The minimum group size is ten.
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